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ABSTRACT 

 
Expenditure modeling by natural gas simulation is the focus of this investigation. Since the model's penalties 

are based on the imbalance in the transmission system, this component is given a lot of attention. In order to 

keep the transmission system in equilibrium, the complete quantity of natural gas designated for consumption 

(the gas pumped into the system) must be removed from the system. This is not the case in reality, however, 

since it is difficult to properly anticipate future hourly consumption (in order to submit a nomination), and 

certain variations arise, resulting in an imbalance. However, this issue might be resolved with the installation 

of a unique electromotor valve at the beginning of the distribution system to regulate the buildup of the system. 

Using the Arena Simulation tool, a simulation model was developed to examine the effectiveness of this answer. 

The natural gas distributor collects data for the simulation model on an hourly basis, which includes natural 

gas consumption and nomination values for one measuring-reduction station. Accordingly, a total of 8,754 data 

points make up the final dataset. Seven (summer) months of data were used to compare the outcomes of the As-

Is and To-Be models. A 32% decrease in positive rebalancing energy and a 34% decrease in negative 

rebalancing energy are predicted from the simulated experiment. The developed model may function as a useful 

springboard for further investigation into the rationale of investment in the introduction of a technological 

solution to control the buildup of the distribution system. 

Keywords:Computer simulation · Energy · Arena Simulation · Natural gas 

 

1 Introduction 

Supply chains are the networks of people and organizations that work together to provide goods and services 

to consumers. It is possible to identify five fundamental actors in the physical meaning of the term "natural gas 

supply chain," namely the natural gas producer, natural gas transporter, gas storage, natural gas distributor, and 

the natural gas consumer. The energy market, and by extension the natural gas market, was established energy-

specific corporations with the goal of liberalizing and de-monopolizing the market. Using the aforementioned 

technology framework, these businesses fulfill the roles of traders and suppliers for certain market segments. 

Under these circumstances, the energy industry, namely the natural gas sector, has to establish new guidelines 

for conduct. To ensure that all material, energy, financial, information, and legal behavior flows in the natural 

gas industry are in sync, all actors in the supply chain are grouped into so-called balancing groups. The balance 

group is a "interest association of players in the natural gas market, established on a commercial basis, 

principally for the purpose of balancing and optimizing the balancing outlays," as stated in Rule 19 of the Rules 

for the Organization of the Natural Gas Market. 
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The major players in the Nigerian gas industry and the physical flow of natural gas from production to the 

end-customer are shown in Figure 1. 

Nigeria's existing natural gas delivery system (a regulatory remnant of the European Union) is based on the 

balancing concept. The balancing group leader's primary responsibility is to guarantee that the distributor 

extracts the complete nominated quantity of gas fed into the transmission system (from own production, import, 

or subterranean gas storage). The transmission system becomes unbalanced when there is either a surplus of the 

nominated amount that was not withdrawn or a deficit of the nominated amount compared to the one 

withdrawn, both of which occur because of the imprecision with which the total amount of natural gas required 

for the next gas day can be estimated. It is the balancing group leaders who pay the price when the transmission 

system is out of whack, since it is they who pushed the ratios beyond safe levels. Those providers that withdrew 

more or less natural gas than the designated quantity will be charged the difference by the balance group 

leaders. Using information on residential use and nominations provided by the Nigerian supplier/distributor of 

natural gas, ebalj et al. [20] have shown the discrepancy between nominations and actual usage across a number 

of time periods. They came to the conclusion that as the time period is reduced, the disparity grows. 

 
Fig. 1:Gas distribution in Nigeria 

 

Although technological solutions for manufacturing, storing, transportation, and distribution are often well-

defined and regulated systems, there is still some room for adaptation that may be employed for balancing 

Gas Network of Nigeria 
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purposes owing to the dynamic of their detailsing. The first of them is the transmission system's inherent 

rigidity, which limits its ability to adapt to changing conditions while still maintaining the predicted stability 

under normal operating conditions (pressure of 50, or 75 bar). The second aspect is the distribution system's 

potential for future adaptability. Owners of distribution systems, who are accountable for the distribution 

network's growth and upkeep, can gain insight into their current under-capacity running by analyzing data on 

the usage of capacities of the larger distributors. This provides an opportunity to weigh using reserves in light of 

the acceptance of errors in the over-nominated gas amounts. Vertically integrated energy firms would be 

especially interested in this prospect (which are owners of distribution systems and details as suppliers on the 

natural gas market). 

Installation of a specialized electromotor valve at the distribution system's point of entry would allow for 

accumulation control and hence realization of transmission system synchronization. A solution of this kind 

would be implemented rapidly in order to make up for mistakes in nominations brought about by unpredictable 

(rapidly shifting) factors in the use of natural gas. The key demand made to the suppliers, i.e., balancing group 

leaders, is for good natural gas consumption forecasting models (for example, different machine learning 

approaches or other mathematical and statistical models) and their consistent implementation. There is a survey 

of these techniques in the work of ebalj et al. [21]. This research will use a computer simulation, namely a 

hybrid of discrete and continuous simulation, to evaluate this hypothetical technological fix. 

 

Can mistakes in nominations be mitigated by a technological solution, within the bounds of permissible 

solutions in the distribution system, that also reduces the balancing costs borne by the balance group? 

There is a dearth of published work that makes use of different kinds of simulation models—discrete or 

continuous—in the context of natural gas transmission and distribution. The technique of testing and analysis 

used in the natural gas supply chain is not well discussed in the literature. The transmission system is too 

complex for a single document, even if one exists. Romo et al. [17] developed the most comprehensive 

simulation model with the objective of developing a software solution for decision-making in the natural gas 

industry. By demonstrating the steps involved in creating and using GassOpt, they demonstrated how the 

primary Norwegian operator of the StatoilHydro transmission system makes decisions during transmission of 

natural gas; the tool is used to optimize the transmission network. Total gas flow, gas flow between distinct 

knots where the gas lines meet, and gas pipeline pressure at the beginning and end of each pipeline are the 

primary variables employed in this software solution. The operator of the natural gas transmission system may 

manage the flow of gas through the system, reallocate capacities as needed, allow for transport capacity 

reservations, plan and invest for the future, and more with the help of the GassOpt application. Nimmanonda et 

al. [13] also created a comprehensive model of the gas pipeline network. The qualities of natural gas, the energy 

balance, and the mass balance were all included into the computer simulation model of the gas transmission 

system. By adjusting the model's inputs for things like gas characteristics, pipe diameter, and compressor 

capacity, the user may use the given model to design a system of natural gas pipelines. Since natural gas 

consumption fluctuates over time, a dynamic simulation model was developed to display important variables of 

the gas pipeline system and instruct end users on how to optimally operate the system. Matko et al. [11] offered 

three natural gas system models and ran simulations to compare them to the actual thing. The dynamic fluxes 

occurring in Romania's natural gas transmission system were studied by Eparu et al. [6]. The transmission 

system was simulated in the Simone simulator, the most popular numerical simulator used by most European 

and Asian nations for managing the natural gas transmission network, to acquire the most accurate insight into 

the operations. Pipelines, valves, regulators, compressor stations, gas suppliers, and consumers were all 

accounted for in their model. They determined that the most significant factors affecting gas flow dynamics are 

variations in residential consumption on an hourly, daily, and annual basis and in industrial consumer supplies. 

Several publications were also cited that employed hybrid approaches including both continuous and discrete 

simulations. Kbah et al. [8] built a model of the oil and natural gas supply chain by combining discrete and 

continuous simulation. The model was first established and validated to ensure it was reflective of a genuine oil 

and natural gas supply chain before "what-if" analyses were performed. Lately, research into natural gas supply 

chain models has focused on a variety of growth paradigms. The natural gas supply network in Colombia was 

modeled using system dynamics by Becerra-Fernandez et al. [3, 4]. Based on the findings, they may evaluate 

how production and transportation levels fare in comparison to consumer behavior. Through contrasting 

implementation timelines and percentages of supply coverage, capacity levels may be determined. Dara et al. 

[5] undertook an in-depth study of a Middle Eastern country's natural gas supply network, analyzing its 
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evolution over time. They developed a model to maximize the gas network's net profit by allocating gas among 

the various nodes in the supply chain most efficiently. Zarei et al. [24] introduced a mixed integer linear 

programming (MILP) model that optimizes gas flow between supply chain nodes through pipes, facility 

placement, and pipeline routes all while minimizing overall expenditure. As a real-world example, the model 

was used to analyze Iran's natural gas distribution network. Zhang et al. [26] created a multi-simulation MILP 

model. Monte Carlo sampling forms the basis of their model, which accounts for four distinct seasons, three 

variations in natural gas quality, and four possible modes of transportation. It was another issue that Arya and 

Honwad [1] investigated. Pipelines are the most cost-effective and secure method of transporting natural gas 

across vast distances. Compressor stations are required because gas pressure and energy are lost as the gas 

travels through the pipeline due to friction and elevation changes. Their job is to keep the gas flowing and at a 

constant pressure. Compressor power is derived from a fraction of the natural gas entering the station. The 

authors hypothesized that the compressors would use up to 5% of the gas being moved. To cut down on fuel 

costs, they created a steady-state model that takes into account gas flow dynamics, compressor station features, 

and mass balance. 

 

Discrete-event simulations have been published in publications about the natural gas supply chain as well as 

other supply networks, such those for bioenergy and electrical power. As an example, Paulista et al. [14] from 

the area of electrical energy created a simulation model that is comparable to the one proposed in this article. 

Ururau, a simulation program, was used to examine the dynamics between electrical energy production and 

consumption and other process factors. Several publications made use of wood industry simulation models. 

Using discrete-event simulations, Prinz et al. [16] looked into how different kinds of vehicles might effect the 

overall cost and energy efficiency of the wood chip supply chain. The cost of supplied forest biomass in Canada 

was calculated using a discrete-event simulation model created by Mobini et al. [12]. In order to foresee 

potential outcomes in system behavior, Pinho et al. [15] used the SIMEVENTS computer framework to 

simulate a biomass supply chain using discrete-event simulation. Windisch et al. [22] conducted study on the 

forest biomass supply networks in Finland and Germany. The supply chain's business operations were mapped 

for clarity, and then the discrete-event simulation method was used to get an estimate of the amount of time 

spent on administrative and management duties. The impacts on wood supply chain productivity were measured 

by Windisch et al. [23] using discreteevent simulation. They demonstrate that the supply chain's energy 

production rose thanks to the information-based strategy. In order to better manage their supply chains, Zhang et 

al. [25] created a simulation model in Arena Simulation to aid in decision-making about the best possible site 

for a biofuel production plant, as well as logistics planning and stock control. Some of the supply chain 

processes accounted for in their model include gathering and processing biomass, transporting the finished 

product, and storing it. 

The study's primary objective was to provide a simulation model of the natural gas supply chain as the 

foundation for a technological solution in the distribution system to address the issue of mistakes in natural gas 

nominations. 

The study is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a description of the research methods; Section 3 offers 

the findings of the simulation experiment; and Section 4 provides a conclusion, research limits, and future 

directions. 

2 Methodology 

This study made heavy use of the simulation approach. A process or system is simulated when its behavior in 

the actual world is imitated over time [2]. It is a set of techniques and programs used to simulate a system's 

operation, often on a computer with the right software [9]. As part of this study, a computer simulation was 

introduced, which is defined as "the method of designing and generating a computer model of a real or 

recommended system as a means of undertaking experimental tests to help comprehend the behavior of the 

system for the specific set of conditions" [9]. These writers all propose using computer simulations to learn 

more about and evaluate complicated systems. Rossetti [18] argues that the primary benefit of this kind of 

modeling is its capacity to represent the complete system and its intricate inner linkages while simultaneously 

reducing the cost of doing tests on a model to draw conclusions about the behavior of the actual system. 

Given that various writers who have utilized simulations in the field of supply chain management have 

advocated using a mix of discrete and continuous simulations for the purpose of modeling the natural gas supply 

chain, this study will follow that advice (for instance, [8, 10]). The gas flow through the system is represented 
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by the continuous component of the simulation, while hourly consumption and nomination numbers are 

represented by the discrete part. 

Rockwell Software's Arena Simulation, a commercial program for creating and running computer simulation 

models, is used to generate the simulation model. It employs the SIMAN simulation language by means of an 

environment that allows for the development of a model represented by a flowchart [18]. While the Arena can 

ensure the model's accuracy, it also provides instruments for checking the accuracy of the results. 

 

One measure of the model's effectiveness will be the pressure of the gas across the distribution network. 

Changing the total volume of gas in the system is a key variable in the simulation experiment that will evaluate 

the distribution system's capacity to fine-tune under pressure. In order to determine whether or not the simulated 

experiment was successful, it must be determined whether or not the framework can normally details with a 

gasoline accumulation within the framework on its own without the gas pressure falling below around 1.5 bar or 

rising above 3 bar of the allowed limits. Total both positive and negative equilibrium energies in the distribution 

network will be used as another model performance measure. The model will be successful if and only if it can 

be shown that the total quantity of balancing energy will be lowered in comparison to the existing condition 

after a simulation experiment has been completed. 

 

After the issue has been defined, and before the simulation model is created, a conceptual model must be 

crafted; this model will serve as the foundation for the simulation and will describe the gas system after the 

implementation of the proposed technological solution. To transform the model into a form that the computer 

can comprehend, a conceptual model must provide a more thorough description of the system, as stated by 

Rossetti [18]. A basic conceptual model depicting the essential features and behavior of the system should serve 

as a starting point for the building of more complex models. After then, supplementary system specifics are 

progressively revealed via increasing information. However, the complexity of the system must be kept 

reasonable in relation to the quality and validity of the data at hand if the study is to succeed. 

To further understand the fundamentals and operation of the system, a conceptual model is shown below 

(Fig. 2). 

2.1 Data 

A corporation involved in the supply and distribution of natural gas provided the raw data used to develop the 

simulation model. The overall household data spans the whole year of 2017, from January 1 to December 31. It 

includes real usage and selection information for each gas hour of the year, as measured by all of this industry's 

measuring depletion stations (translating into a total of 8754 records). 
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Fig. 2:Model conceptualization of the experimental simulation 

 

In this study, however, we only simulated a single measuring reduction system with an ample natural exhaust 

stream (the equivalent of a single family's highest daily energy use) of 3,000,000 kWh. 

2.2 Model for Simulation 

Since group leaders are compelled to submit candidates on an hourly basis, the creating a model begins at the 

start of each gas hour. This indicates that the simulation will run through a total of 8754 entities (gas hours). 

Originally, it was thought that 12 models would be needed for the simulation, one for each month, to guarantee 

the utmost precision of the data collected. As soon as the simulation begins, two characteristics, consumption 

(aConsumption) and nomination, will be generated for each gas hour (aNomination). For each gas hour in this 

experiment, the aforementioned two characteristics must be replicated, necessitating the entry of mathematical 

information. Within the Arena Simulation program, there is also the Input Analyzer tool which helps to examine 

the input variables. All twelve months' worth of data (a total of 8754 gas hours in 2017) on usage and 

submissions were exported to separate text files (.txt) and then loaded into the Input Analyzer. Since the normal 

distribution most closely matches the true distribution of nominations and usage, it is used for all data input in 

the Input Analyzer tool. Input Analyzer's findings and mathematical detail values were unsatisfactory in the 

months of May, June, July, and August/September because of the lack of a significant difference between the 

hourly values of nomination and consumption. Those are summer months, when gas is not utilized for heating 

residences and its consumption is greatly decreased in proportion to the other months. As a result, we won't be 

doing the simulation experiment for the next five months. 

The discrepancy between the usage and submission numbers is then computed so that it may be seen later if 

the submitted amount is more than amount consumed or vice versa. 

Natural gas is continually being used by customers; as a result, the gas is constantly being injected from the 

transmission system into the distribution system over the measuring-reduction station and onward to the point of 

consumption. When usage exceeds the predetermined level, the electromotor valve located behind the MRS 

shuts off the flow of gas, and the surplus is taken from the distribution system's storage. For every gas hour, the 

head of a group that aims to strike a balance has proposed allocating 1000 units. There is a residential use of 

1200 units during that gas hour. An electromotor valve will shut off the flow of gas once 1000 units have been 
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sent, and the remaining 200 units will be taken from the distribution system's storage. However, before doing 

so, it is vital to examine whether the accumulated quantity in the distribution system is enough to cover the 

difference and if the pressure in the distribution system would fall below 1.5 bar thereafter. If not, the 

electromotor valve is opened again, activating positive balancing energy, the cost of which will be borne in the 

end by the heads of the groups striving for equilibrium. Whenever the leader of the balancing group nominates 

more gas than the homes use in an hour, the electromotor valve opens and injects the difference, up to the 

submitted amount, into the distribution network; this allows gas to be stored inside the system and used when 

consumption exceeds the nomination. In the event that distribution system pressure reaches the maximum 

permitted level of 3 bar, the electromotor valve will shut and the excess gas will be sent to the transmission 

network as negative balancing energy. By implementing the suggested technological solution, balancing group 

leaders may avoid fines by having the transmission system take only the designated amount from accumulation 

rather than the actual amount used (if the amount of accumulation in the distribution system is sufficient). 

Figure 3 displays the completed Arena Simulation software model.The experiment will be run 50 times to 

ensure model consistency and provide the most precise final findings. 

Model verification and validation were carried out towards the conclusion of the process. The model was 

found to be perfect and to perform as expected after extensive testing. The model was validated by conducting 

simulations of the system's behavior and monitoring its outputs (such as consumption and nomination 

simulations, or monitoring gas pipeline system pressure, etc.). The results confirmed that the model accurately 

reflected the behavior of the actual system. It was then compared to actual nominations and consumption to see 

how close the simulation came to reality (based on the data available from 2017). Table 1 displays the findings. 

It can be seen that the discrepancy between the simulated and actual values was within a reasonable range (1.6–

7.8%). 

 
Fig. 3:Natural gas future state simulation model (To-Be model). 
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Table 1:A look of the differences between the predicted and observed sums of submission and usage 

 
Developing a simulation model of the current system (the so-called As-Is model) was also important to 

answer the study question and verify whether the proposed approach may reduce penalization costs by reducing 

the frequency with which balancing energy is activated (positive or negative). The aConsumption and 

aNomination characteristics were given the identical numeric value specified in the To-Be model to provide the 

most exact and accurate comparison possible between the two models. In the event that natural gas consumption 

in a given gas hour exceeds the nomination, unlike in the aforementioned model, the positive balancing energy 

must be instantly triggered rather than being accumulated. When the nomination exceeds the consumption, the 

negative balancing energy kicks in, meaning that any excess gas is taken from the transmission system and not 

stored in the distribution. 

Figure 4 displays the simulation model used in this study. 

The As-Is and To-Be models have distinct differences in the observable experimental parameters. Entire 

positive and negative balancing energy will be used in the As-Is model, whereas the total quantity of gas 

injected into the distribution system as accumulation will be used in the To-Be model as a parameter. One may 

then check to determine whether the quantity of active balancing energy in the To-Be model is less than that of 

the As-Is model. 

 

As soon as the simulation model is defined, a test run may be initiated. All 7 simulation models were started 

(for 7 months) in 50 replications per model, and the preset statistical indicators of the simulation were recorded 

for both As-Is and To-Be models. Tables 2 and 3 show the outcomes of virtual studies. The so-called half-width 

value for each value is likewise shown in the simulation experiment's findings. 

In the next part, we'll explain how we came to our conclusions while comparing the outcomes of our 

simulation experiment. 

Table 2:Results from an experiment simulating the current version of the model 

 

3 Results and discussion 

This study presents findings from an investigation into developing a simulation model of the supply of natural 

gas chain that, after including a proposed technological solution to correct for mistakes in nominations, would 

mimic a genuine system. The simulation included both discrete and ongoing processes to better represent the 

underlying reality of the study challenge. Hourly usage and submissions were depicted by the discrete 

processes, whereas the continuous processes were associated with gas entering or leaving the system. The 

simulation model was built in stages, beginning with a declaration of crucial variables (such as those involved in 
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submission and usage) and progressing via the addition of process modules and the implementation of choices 

at nodes in the process tree. Because the original models did not accurately reflect the nitty-gritty of a genuine 

system, they had to be scrapped and started over several times after the conclusion. 

 

Fig. 4:As-Is natural gas simulation model 

 

 

 

 

Table 3:The outcomes of To-Be model simulation experiments 

 

 
For this reason, the simulation model was improved till it passed validation. Total real and total simulated 

amounts of nominated and consumed gas were compared and found to vary by less than 10% (between 1.6 and 

7.8%). 

It was feasible to compare the As-Is model with the To-Be model shown in Table 4 after running the 

simulation. 

Table 4 shows that even if the proposed technological solution were implemented, deviations would remain 

and the balancing energy would not be eliminated entirely, but it would be significantly reduced. In October, the 

decrease would be the most dramatic, amounting to a 70% decrease in positive balancing energy and a decrease 

of almost 73% in negative balancing energy. If we add up all the figures we've seen so far, we find that the 

positive balancing energy drops by around 32% and the negative one drops by about 34%. The distribution 

system should be capable to resist such variation, while its pressure remains within acceptable limits, because of 

the accumulation of gas. The distribution system's normal pressure following the simulation is also shown in 

Table 3. The normal pressure was found to be 2.25 bars in February and December, up from 2.19 bars in 

January. This is just a little decrease from the highest pressure of 3 bars allowed in the distribution system of the 

observed firm. 
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This contrast demonstrates how an engineered answer might mitigate the impact of nominations made by 

inexperienced balance group leaders. 

By implementing the prospective technological solution shown in this study, the transmission system 

balancing time might be cut by more than 30%. In this context, the quantity of gas required to take over/inject in 

order for balance to occur refers to the positive or negative balancing energy. Monthly reports on trades on the 

trading platform are published on the website of the Nigerian Energy Market Operator (HROTE) on a regular 

basis; these reports include the total amount of activated positive and negative balancing energy, which is 

calculated by multiplying the total number of gas days in the month by the unit price of the balancing energy. 

2017 expenditures and activated balancing energy totals are shown in Table 5. 

 

From Table 5, it is clear that in 2017, the transmission system operator had to buy gas for more than 28 

million HRK (about 3.7 million euros) and sell gas for more than 40 million HRK (roughly 5.3 million euros) 

on the trading platform in order to maintain transmission system balance. Since there was an overabundance of 

gas in the transmission system, the leaders of the balance group used the trading platform to buy gas from the 

transmission system operator for more than 40 million HRK. 

 

Table 4:Evaluation of the Current State vs the Ideal Future State 

 
Table 5:The total amount of balancing energy that was triggered in 2017 [7] 
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However, they had to sell gas to the TSO for the equivalent of 28 million HRK owing to a shortage of nominated 

gas. Since the amount of negative balancing energy in 2017 was more than the amount of good balancing energy, 

the balance group leaders were required to pay HROTE the difference of 12 million HRK (around 1.6 million 

euros). It should come as no surprise that the highest levels of balancing energy activation occurred during the 

winter months, particularly in the months of February and March, when consumption is less predictable and weather 

patterns are more extreme. 

 

4 Conclusion and policy implications 

The primary goal of this work was to develop and evaluate a natural gas simulation model capable of mitigating 

the impact of inaccurate nominations, or forecasts of natural gas consumption. Transmission system balance 

requires equal amounts of gas to be introduced into the system (nominated gas) and removed from the system 

(consumed gas). The transmission system is frequently unbalanced, and the cost of this imbalance is borne by the 

providers, since it is difficult to properly forecast the nominated quantity. The unique electromotor valve, located at 

the beginning of the distribution system, would manage the buildup in the system and so address the issue. In the 

event of a transmission excess (because the quantity designated is more than the amount used), the extra energy 

would be stored in the distribution network. If, on the other hand, consumption exceeds nomination and the 

distribution system has amassed enough to cover the difference, the surplus would be taken directly from it. The 

computer simulation was done to see whether this approach would work. 

Arena Simulation was used to create the simulation model, and the data on consumption and nominations 

provided by a corporation that supplies and distributes natural gas was utilized to establish different mathematical 

features. Household sector data from 2017 is included, and the simulation was run using the data from the largest 

gas-consuming measuring-reduction station as an example. That's a total of 8754 records for the dataset. Seven As-

Is and To-Be models were developed, and data on the total accumulated power in the distribution system for each 

month, as well as the positive and negative balancing energy activated, were recorded in order to facilitate 

comparisons between the outcomes of the simulation experiments. The findings revealed that the average pressure 

in the distribution system would be a satisfactory 2.23 bar after implementing the proposed solution, with a 32% 

decrease in positive balancing energy and a 34% decrease in negative balancing energy. 

After developing the simulation model using 2017's accessible data from the residential sector, it is intended to 

obtain the data from the commercial sector as well in order to extend the model for use in future study. In addition, 

the model may be used to other reduction stations for standardized measurements that the tracked firm operates. In 

this method, all of the distribution area's exits from the transmission system could be accounted for in a single 

model, and their results compared. It is also assumed that there are differences between distribution regions and the 

kind of people that live in each location of the Republic of Nigeria. In order to determine whether the use of this 

technological solution in other distribution systems will considerably lower the activation of the balancing energy, it 

is intended to collect data from other suppliers and/or distributors. 

There may be several advantages from adopting such a technological solution. The need to activate balancing 

energy would be decreased, and the transport and distribution system would be more stable, if this technology were 

used in conjunction with cutting-edge ways of forecasting future usage (such as machine learning technologies). The 

end result is reduced fines paid by providers for inaccurately predicting the volume of natural gas they have 

nominated to supply. Since the distribution system is presently under capacitated, the simulation model created in 

this article demonstrated that it is capable of accumulating this extra volume of gas and withstanding the possible 

pressure rise. The simulation model is a helpful first step in determining whether or not the cost of implementing the 

technological solution is justified. The current legislative framework does not permit intrusions of this sort on the 

gas system, which is the biggest drawback of our proposed approach. But there's another issue that might arise. 

Those distributors who are also suppliers will be the only ones to allow gas to build up in the distribution system. 

Assuming the source is inside the distributor's service area, why would the distributor agree to let the provider store 

gas in his system? The only one to win here is the supplier, since he won't have to pay for balancing if there's a 

mistake, but the distributor will have to take extra steps to maintain the installed technological solution, keep track 

of system data, etc. 

It has already been established that the establishment of the legal framework is a prerequisite for the full 

execution of the proposed solution. Companies that are involved in both the distribution and supply of natural gas 

will gain the most. That is, if they have the funds available to buy into the solution. 
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